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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MEASURING 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A CONTINUOUS 
MEDIUM AND/OR LOCALIZED TARGETS 

USING MULTIPLE SENSORS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The invention relates to the ?eld of detection and moni 

toring and speci?cally to a system and method for measuring 
the characteristics of continuous medium and/or localiZed 
targets in a predetermined volume using multiple sensors. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
An important problem in the ?eld of detection and moni 

toring is accurately and reliably measuring as many char 
acteristics of a monitored object as possible. Adequate 
accuracy and reliability are especially important in the case 
of remote detection and monitoring under adverse measure 
ment conditions. Characteristics of a monitored object pro 
duced by detection and monitoring equipment seldom rep 
resent the ?nal product of a measurement system. Typically 
these characteristics are further interpreted for making deci 
sions and/or recommendations and the decisions and/or 
recommendations are presented to the system’s users. By 
reliably and accurately measuring more characteristics of the 
monitored object, one ensures more robust and de?nite 
decision making and signi?cantly decreases the probability 
of making an incorrect decision. Best possible data inter 
pretation is especially important for automated real-time 
systems. 
The monitored object can be a predetermined volume in 

a continuous medium such as the atmosphere, lakes, rivers, 
the ocean, surface and subsurface terrain, the human body, 
a chemical reactor, or any other media. Measured charac 
teristics of such medium in a speci?ed volume are used, for 
example, in the ?elds of meteorology, Weather forecasting, 
geology, agriculture, medicine, and astronomy. Additionally, 
measured characteristics of such medium in a speci?ed 
volume are also used, for example, in monitoring the air 
space around airports, in monitoring conditions in chemical 
and processing plants, and in monitoring other someWhat 
similar processes and physical con?gurations. Monitored 
objects can also be speci?ed targets located in a predeter 
mined volume, such as, missiles, airplanes, obstacles, 
defects in a product, intruders, or other speci?ed targets; in 
these cases the measured characteristics of the targets are 
used for purposes of national defense and homeland security, 
collision avoidance, non-destructive product testing, busi 
ness and personal protection, and the like. It should be noted 
that in the instant disclosure the general term “monitored 
object” can be construed to refer to a predetermined volume 
in a continuous medium or a speci?ed target in a predeter 
mined volume. When a speci?ed target is located in a 
predetermined volume it may also be referred to as a 
localiZed target. 

Existing monitoring equipment can be divided into tWo 
classes namely, single sensor equipment and multiple sensor 
equipment. Single sensor equipment, such as, for example, 
standard single-receiver Doppler radars and individual pres 
sure, temperature or other in-situ probes have been and are 
still Widely used for numerous applications. HoWever, such 
equipment provides a relatively small amount of initial 
information about the monitored object. This factor signi? 
cantly limits the number of characteristics of the object that 
can be determined and also limits the accuracy and reliabil 
ity of measurements, especially at adverse conditions. 
Manufacturing and implementing multiple sensor monitor 
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2 
ing equipment capable of performing real-time operations is 
noW possible because of the outstanding progress in elec 
tronics and computer technologies that has been made 
during the last several decades. When compared With single 
sensor monitoring equipment, multiple sensor monitoring 
equipment provide a dramatically larger amount of initial 
information about the monitored object and therefore, 
enable more reliable measurement of a greater number of 
characteristics of the monitored object With a much higher 
accuracy under any conditions. Known examples of multiple 
sensor con?gurations include arrays of receiving antennas 
used in spaced antenna radars, arrays of microphones used 
for underground exploration or for detecting airplane Wake 
vortices, and arrays of in-situ temperature probes used for 
measuring characteristics of convective or reacting ?oWs. 

Monitoring equipment that obtains signals from multiple 
sensors produces a large amount of initial information about 
a monitored object in comparison to the information pro 
duced With equipment that obtains signals from only a single 
sensor. The objective of data analysis is to accurately and 
reliably extract as many useful characteristics of the object 
as possible. All data processing methods using data obtained 
from multiple sensors are basically similar in that they 
utiliZe the same initial information: a time series of signals 
from a plurality of sensors. The methods differ by the 
mathematical functions used for analyZing the signals, the 
mathematical models for relating these functions to the 
characteristics of the monitored object, and the assumptions 
that are adopted for constructing the models. 

Traditional correlation function and spectra-based data 
processing methods for multiple sensor monitoring equip 
ment have been Widely used for decades in numerous areas 
of applications. At the same time, the draWbacks of these 
methods have been Well recogniZed and thoroughly docu 
mented. They are as follows: (1) a poor temporal and/or 
spatial resolution; (2) the inability to operate in adverse 
measurement conditions such as external interference and 
strong clutter; (3) a loW reliability of measurements due to 
the adoption of inappropriate, often too restrictive assump 
tions, and (4) a limitation in the number of characteristics of 
the monitored object that can be retrieved. For example, the 
variance of the vertical turbulent velocity is the only char 
acteristic of atmospheric turbulence that can be retrieved 
With a spaced antenna pro?ler using traditional data pro 
cessing methods. 

DraWbacks of traditional data processing methods 
described hereinabove have been partly addressed by the 
structure function-based method. In the particular case of a 
spaced antenna pro?ler, using structure functions alloWs an 
improvement of temporal resolution, the mitigation of exter 
nal interference and clutter effects, the determination of the 
variances of the horizontal turbulent velocities and the 
horiZontal momentum ?ux, and the derivation of operational 
equations by making a smaller number of less restrictive 
assumptions. Notwithstanding, the limitations of the struc 
ture function-based method have also been Well recognized. 

To understand the limitations, one should consider the 
de?nition and interpretation of structure functions for the 

a a 

received signals s(x l,t) and s(x 2,t) from tWo sensors in 
a a 

close spatial locations x l and x 2 at tWo close times t1 and 
t2. The cross structure function of the order p is de?ned as 
folloWs: 

(1) 
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a a a a a 

Hereinafter: tis time, X I X l, t?l, 6 X I X 2- X 1 and'c?ftl 

are respectively the spatial separation between the sensors 
and the temporal separation between the signals, and the 
angular brackets < > denote ensemble averages. It is impor 
tant that equation (1) de?nes only one equation of order p for 

a a 

a pair of sensors. One can see that DP( X ,6 X ,t,'c) is the p”’ 
a a 

order statistical moment of the increment As( X ,6 X ,t,"c); the 
latter is customarily interpreted as a band-pass ?lter eXtract 

ing ?uctuations With spatial and temporal scales |6X>| and "5, 
respectively. HoWever, it has long been established that this 
is not the case and that the increment is, in fact, a multi-band 
?lter. For eXample, the normaliZed spectral transfer function 

a a a 

of the auto increment As( X ,0,t,"c):s( X ,t)—s( X ,t+'c) is l-cos 
(275 f 'C) With maXima occurring at multiple frequencies 
f:l/(2"c)+k/'c, kIO, l, 2, . . . . Customarily, only the ?rst band 
at kIO is taken into account in the interpretation of structure 
functions, While others of the same intensity and bandWidth 
are merely ignored. The neXt issue is that a cross structure 
function is not a rigorous mathematical tool. It folloWs from 

equation (1) that the temporal DP(?,0,t,'c) and spatial DP 
a a _ a 

(X ,6X ,t,0) auto structure functions at rc|—>0 and |6X IQO 
are the ?rst-order ?nite approXimations of the respective 
temporal derivatives and spatial derivatives in the direction 
a 

6 X . The ?rst order approXimation of a cross derivative at |6 
a 

62s@, I) l (2) 

One can see from equations (1) and (2) that the increment 
a a 

As( X ,6 X ,t,'c) corresponds to the ?rst bracketed term in the 
derivative While the second and third terms are merely 
ignored. Therefore, the cross structure function is a trun 

% a 

cated representation of the cross derivative 62s( X ,t)/(6t6 X ). 
These theoretical issues lead to serious practical draW 

backs When using structure function-based data processing 
methods With monitoring equipment having multiple sen 
sors. For eXample, in the case of an atmospheric spaced 
antenna pro?ler, the major draWbacks are as follows: (1) an 
inability to retrieve the vertical momentum ?uXes, (2) a high 
sensitivity to White noise, (3) an inability to directly measure 
the correlation betWeen noise from different sensors, and (4) 
an inability to provide more than one equation for each pair 
of sensors. These draWbacks complicate the operational use 
of eXisting data processing methods and cause degradation 
in the performance of monitoring equipment With multiple 
sensors. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is accordingly an object of the invention to provide a 
system and method for measuring one or more selected 
characteristics of continuous medium and/or localiZed tar 
gets in a predetermined volume using multiple sensors, 
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4 
Which overcome the above-mentioned disadvantages of the 
prior art systems and methods of this general type. 

With the foregoing and other objects in vieW, there is 
provided, a system for obtaining data indicative of at least 
one characteristic of a continuous medium or at least one 

localiZed target located Within a predetermined volume of 
space. The system includes a sensor con?guration and a 
processing circuit. The sensor con?guration includes a plu 
rality of sensors for acquiring a plurality of signals from the 
continuous medium or the target. The plurality of sensors 
have centers spatially separated from each other in at least 
one spatial dimension. The system also includes a process 
ing circuit for obtaining the data indicative of the charac 
teristic or characteristics of the continuous medium or the 
target by calculating a plurality of poWered Weighted incre 
ments using the plurality of signals acquired by the sensor 
con?guration. The processing circuit then relates the plural 
ity of poWered Weighted increments to the characteristic or 
characteristics of the continuous medium or the target using 
a plurality of models. The data indicative of characteristic or 
characteristics is then available to be output by an output 
circuit. 

In accordance With an added feature of the invention, the 
plurality of sensors is con?gured for concurrently acquiring 
the plurality of signals from the continuous medium or the 
target. 

In accordance With an additional feature of the invention, 
each one of the plurality of sensors is positioned at a 
predetermined location inside the predetermined volume of 
space. 

In accordance With another feature of the invention, the 
plurality of sensors is positioned outside the predetermined 
volume of space, and the plurality of signals acquired by the 
plurality of sensors is generated by the continuous medium 
or the target. 

In accordance With a further feature of the invention, the 
plurality of sensors is positioned outside the predetermined 
volume of space, and the plurality of signals acquired by the 
plurality of sensors is caused by the predetermined radiation 
that is generated and propagated through the predetermined 
volume of space to induce the backscatter from the continu 
ous medium or the target. 

In accordance With a further added feature of the inven 
tion, the processing circuit is con?gured for increasing an 
amount of information eXtractable from the plurality of 
signals by modifying the plurality of signals and subse 
quently obtaining the data indicative of the characteristic of 
the continuous medium or the target. 

In accordance With a further additional feature of the 
invention, the processing circuit is con?gured for modifying 
the plurality of signals by performing at least one modi? 
cation step selected from a group consisting of: converting 
the plurality of signals from compleX signals to real signals, 
removing noise from the plurality of signals, removing mean 
values from the plurality of signals, normalizing each one of 
the plurality of signals With a standard deviation of the 
respective one of the plurality of signals, and generating 
virtual sensors using combinations of the plurality of sig 
nals. 

In accordance With another further feature of the inven 
tion, the processing circuit is con?gured for calculating the 
plurality of poWered Weighted increments for one or more 
speci?ed orders, speci?ed pairs of signals from the plurality 
of the sensors, and speci?ed combinations of Weights. 

In accordance With yet an added feature of the invention, 
the processing circuit is con?gured for relating the plurality 
of poWered Weighted increments to the characteristic of the 
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medium or target by: ?tting the plurality of powered 
Weighted increments to a plurality of predetermined models, 
estimating a plurality of adjustable parameters in the plu 
rality of predetermined models, and relating the plurality of 
adjustable parameters to the characteristic of the continuous 
medium or the target. 

In accordance With yet an additional feature of the inven 
tion, at least one of the plurality of predetermined models is 
formed as a decomposition into a Taylor series. 

In accordance With yet a further feature of the invention, 
each one of the plurality of predetermined models is con 
structed from at least one model selected from a group 
consisting of an analytically derived operational equation 
formed as a decomposition into a polynomial function over 
a selected parameter, a tabulated function obtained using a 
numerical simulation, and a tabulated function obtained 
using a physical experiment. 

In accordance With yet another added feature of the 
invention, the processing circuit is con?gured for increasing 
an accuracy of the data indicative of the characteristic of the 
medium or the target by analyZing multiple estimates of the 
data indicative of the characteristic of the continuous 
medium or the target. 

In accordance With yet another additional feature of the 
invention, an output circuit is provided for outputting the 
data indicative of the characteristic or characteristics of the 
continuous medium or the target. 

With the foregoing and other objects in vieW, there is also 
provided, a method for obtaining data indicative of at least 
one characteristic of a continuous medium or at least one 

localiZed target located Within a predetermined volume of 
space. The method includes steps of: using a sensor con 
?guration having a plurality of sensors With centers spatially 
separated from each other in at least one spatial dimension 
to acquire a plurality of signals from the continuous medium 
or the target, and obtaining the data indicative of the 
characteristic or characteristics of the continuous medium or 
the target by calculating a plurality of poWered Weighted 
increments using the plurality of signals acquired by the 
plurality of sensors and by relating the plurality of poWered 
Weighted increments to the characteristic or characteristics 
of the medium or the target using a plurality of models. 

In accordance With an added mode of the invention, the 
method includes concurrently acquiring the plurality of 
signals from the continuous medium or the target With the 
plurality of sensors. 

In accordance With an additional mode of the invention, 
the method includes positioning each one of the plurality of 
sensors at a predetermined location inside the predetermined 
volume of space. 

In accordance With another mode of the invention, the 
method includes positioning each one of the plurality of 
sensors at a predetermined location outside the predeter 
mined volume of space. This is typically performed When 
the plurality of signals acquired by the plurality of sensors 
are generated by the continuous medium or the target. 

In accordance With a further mode of the invention, the 
method includes: positioning each one of the plurality of 
sensors at a predetermined location outside the predeter 
mined volume of space, and generating and propagating the 
predetermined radiation through the predetermined volume 
of space to induce the backscatter from the continuous 
medium or the target in a manner enabling the plurality of 
signals to be acquired by the plurality of sensors. 

In accordance With a further added mode of the invention, 
the method includes: increasing an amount of information 
extractable from the plurality of signals by modifying the 
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6 
plurality of signals, and subsequently performing the step of 
obtaining the data indicative of the characteristic of the 
continuous medium or the target. 

In accordance With a further additional mode of the 
invention, the method includes increasing an amount of 
information extractable from the plurality of signals by 
performing a modi?cation step selected from a group con 
sisting of: converting the plurality of signals from complex 
signals to real signals, removing noise from the plurality of 
signals, removing mean values from the plurality of signals, 
normalizing each one of the plurality of signals With a 
standard deviation of the respective one of the plurality of 
signals, and generating virtual sensors using combinations 
of the plurality of signals. Subsequently, the step of obtain 
ing the data indicative of the characteristic of the continuous 
medium or the target is performed. 

In accordance With yet an added mode of the invention, 
the method includes calculating the plurality of poWered 
Weighted increments for one or more speci?ed orders, 
speci?ed pairs of signals from the plurality of the sensors, 
and speci?ed combinations of Weights. 

In accordance With yet an additional mode of the inven 
tion, the method includes relating the plurality of poWered 
Weighted increments to the characteristic of the medium or 
target by: ?tting the plurality of poWered Weighted incre 
ments to a plurality of predetermined models, estimating a 
plurality of adjustable parameters in the plurality of prede 
termined models, and relating the plurality of adjustable 
parameters to the characteristic of the continuous medium or 
the target. 

In accordance With yet another mode of the invention, the 
method includes forming at least one of the plurality of 
predetermined models as a decomposition into a Taylor 
series. 

In accordance With yet a further mode of the invention, 
the method includes constructing each one of the plurality of 
predetermined models from at least one model selected from 
a group consisting of: an analytically derived operational 
equation formed as a decomposition into a polynomial 
function over a selected parameter, a tabulated function 
obtained using a numerical simulation, and a tabulated 
function obtained using a physical experiment. 

In accordance With yet a further added mode of the 
invention, the method includes increasing an accuracy of the 
data indicative of the characteristic of the continuous 
medium or the target by analyZing multiple estimates of the 
data indicative of the characteristic of the continuous 
medium or the target. 

In accordance With yet a concomitant mode of the inven 
tion, the method includes outputting the data indicative of 
the characteristic of the continuous medium or the target. 

The present invention is based on the development of 
poWered Weighted increments, Which is a neW mathematical 
tool for data processing. A plurality of poWered Weighted 
increments can be used With a plurality of received signals 
in order to obtain data indicative of selected characteristics 
of the medium or the target. By processing a plurality of 
poWered Weighted increments obtained using a plurality of 
received signals in the manner described herein, the present 
invention overcomes many of the problems found in existing 
monitoring equipment. A non-exhaustive list of such prob 
lems that have noW been solved With the present invention 
includes: the ability to retrieve important characteristics of 
the monitored object, such as, for example, the vertical 
momentum ?uxes in the case of an atmospheric pro?ler, the 
ability to directly measure the correlation betWeen noise 
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from different sensors, and the ability to provide more than 
one equation for each pair of sensors. 
A key feature of the present invention is using powered 

Weighted increments to determine selected characteristics of 
the object from multiple received signals, rather than using 
correlation functions, spectra, or structure functions of the 
signals. The poWered Weighted increments enable the use of 
an unlimited number of equations With variable Weights for 
a plurality of signals, Which preferably come from a plurality 
of physical sensors, in order to obtain the most ef?cient and 
reliable estimation of each selected characteristic of the 
monitored object. The present invention alloWs the estima 
tion of selected characteristics of the medium or the target 
With a higher accuracy and an improved temporal and/or 
spatial resolution compared to prior art systems and meth 
ods. When compared to the prior art, the present invention 
functions more reliably in adverse conditions, alloWs the 
detection and identi?cation of speci?ed targets that could 
not be detected and/or identi?ed otherWise, alloWs the 
retrieval of characteristics of the monitored medium that 
could not be retrieved otherWise, and provides measurement 
error for each estimated characteristic of the monitored 
object. The poWered Weighted increments are presented to 
mathematical models With adjustable parameters and these 
parameters are related to the selected characteristics of the 
monitored object that are to be determined. The models can 
be analytical expressions, tabulated results of numerical 
simulations or experiments, and the like, and the adjustable 
parameters can be estimated using standard, Well-knoWn 
?tting methods. The present invention enables constructing 
models for any type and con?guration of detection and 
monitoring equipment, any operational mode of the detec 
tion and monitoring equipment, and any of a number of 
selected characteristics of the object. The preferred math 
ematical models are analytical operational equations in the 
form of decompositions into polynomial functions over a 
su?iciently small temporal and/or spatial separation, Where 
the adjustable parameters are the coefficients in the decom 
positions. When preferred conditions for using the present 
invention are satis?ed, the preferred models can be con 
structed by making a smaller number of less restrictive 
assumptions than Would be possible With prior art methods. 
The present invention can be applied to detection and 
monitoring equipment receiving multiple signals related to 
knoWn characteristics of the target or medium independent 
of the physical nature of the signals and the con?guration of 
the data acquisition device. Such detection and monitoring 
equipment can deploy in-situ sensors and/or passive or 
active remote sensors that can be mounted on a ?xed or 

moving platform. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing steps that may be 
performed in a preferred embodiment of the system and 
method for measuring selected characteristics of continuous 
medium and/or localiZed targets; 

FIG. 2A is a schematic illustration of a single, three-panel 
transmitting antenna that can be used in an atmospheric 
pro?ling radar based system; 

FIG. 2B is a schematic illustration of a plurality of 
identical spatially separated physical sensors for estimating 
selected characteristics of the atmosphere in a predetermined 
region of space; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration shoWing a transmitter 
illuminating a volume in order to receive signals in a 
predetermined sub-volume of the illuminated volume; 
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8 
FIGS. 4A, 4B, and 4C are schematic illustrations shoWing 

a con?guration of virtual sensors that are generated using 
actual signals obtained from the physical sensors depicted in 
FIG. 2B; and 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram shoWing a preferred embodi 
ment of a system for measuring selected characteristics of 
continuous medium and/or localiZed targets. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

In describing the present invention We Will begin With an 
introduction of the neW concept of poWered Weighted incre 
ments and a basic overvieW of a preferred embodiment of 
the inventive method. Later on, a speci?c example is pro 
vided solely for the purpose of illustrating some of the 
features of the invention. The invention should not be 
construed as being limited to being applied in the manner 
shoWn in the example or in the preferred embodiment. The 
invention relates to a method as Well as a system for 
implementing the method. The invention provides an impor 
tant advance in multi-sensor signal processingithe key 
feature of Which is the use of a plurality of poWered 
Weighted increments to determine the characteristics of the 
object from a plurality of signals received from a plurality of 
sensors. PoWered Weighted increments provide substantial 
advantages over conventional correlation function, spectrum 
or structure function-based methods. PoWered Weighted 
increments (DP, Which are a neW mathematical tool for 
processing signals from a pair of sensors (the pair can 
include tWo physical sensors, tWo virtual sensors as Well as 
one physical and one virtual sensor) in spatially separated 

a a 

locations x S1 and x S2 at temporarily separated instances t1 
and t2, are de?ned as: 

The angular brackets < > in the de?nition denote the 
ensemble averages, the temporal averages over a speci?ed 
time interval, or the spatial averages over a speci?ed spatial 
domain. The Weights —OO<u)x, 00500 are free parameters that 
may have arbitrary real values. It should be noted that both 
Weights 00K and (1),‘: may take on Zero values at the same time 
for calculating some of the poWered Weighted increments, 
but they both cannot alWays be Zero When calculating a 
plurality of poWered Weighted increments for determining a 
particular characteristic or set of characteristics of a moni 
tored object. The poWered Weighted increments (3) evalu 

ated as IYSTYSIIQO, |t2—t1|—>0, and With wXIwTII exactly 
approximate the cross derivative (2). It is important that the 
poWer p in de?nition (3) be applied before averaging. 
Therefore, the function (DP is not a linear combination of the 
individual increments in the square brackets. Using equation 
(3) one may obtain an unlimited number of equations for a 
pair of signals. The system and method for measuring 
characteristics of continuous medium and/or localiZed tar 
gets is therefore based on obtaining a plurality of poWered 
Weighted increments from a plurality of received signalsia 
neW mathematical tool for data processing. 

The present invention enables the measurement of char 
acteristics of continuous medium and/or localiZed targets 
using a sensor con?guration that includes a plurality of 
physical sensors. The present invention overcomes the 
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above-noted problems including the inability to retrieve 
more characteristics of the monitored object such as the 
vertical momentum ?uxes for the case of an atmospheric 
pro?ler, the inability to directly measure the correlation 
betWeen noises from different sensors, and the inability to 
provide more than one equation for each pair of sensors. The 
invention enables one to obtain e?icient and reliable esti 
mates for each selected characteristic of the monitored 
object by choosing an appropriate number of equations in 
the form of equation (3) in Which each such equation is 
con?gured With the optimal combination of Weights 00x and 
(1).‘: and poWer p for each characteristic that is to be deter 
mined. The present system and method also improves the 
temporal and/or spatial resolution, decreases the sensitivity 
to White noise and further mitigates or removes contamina 
tion of the results by external interferences and clutter. 

The present system and method enable one to determine 
a selected set of characteristics of a predetermined object, 
Where the number and location of sensors in this system 
depend on the characteristics of the object that Will be 
measured. Notably, hoWever, at least tWo spatially separated 
sensors must be deployed. The present invention is capable 
of determining various characteristics of a monitored object, 
including but not limited to the: siZe, shape, visibility, speed 
and direction of the object’s motion, rates of changes of the 
above characteristics, and the like. 

Referring noW to the ?gures of the draWing in detail and 
?rst, particularly, to FIG. 1 thereof, there is shoWn a block 
diagram illustrating the steps involved in a generaliZed 
exemplary embodiment of the method for measuring 
selected characteristics of continuous medium and/or local 
ized targets. The system Would implement these method 
steps. It should be noted, hoWever, that not all shoWn steps 
must necessarily be performed. It is conceivable that in some 
cases performing only steps 101, 103, 104, and 105 Would 
be sufficient and acceptable and it is intended that the 
invention not be necessarily limited beyond these steps. The 
characteristics of the continuous medium and/or localiZed 
targets Would then be available for display, archiving, or 
transfer to another device as is indicated in step 107. 
As shoWn in FIG. 1, at step 101 the system collects 

received signals from the sensor con?guration. The system 
con?guration and operational parameters and the data pro 
cessing parameters may be speci?ed at this step or may have 
been previously speci?ed. 

The actual signals that have been received or obtained 
from each sensor in the sensor con?guration may be modi 
?ed at step 102 to ensure ef?cient estimation of the selected 
characteristics of the medium or the target. The modi?cation 
of the actual signals may include any of a number of knoWn 
operations, such as, for example, combining signals from a 
plurality of physical sensors to generate virtual sensors, 
normalizing the signals, and other modi?cation processes 
Which Will become apparent to one of ordinary skill in the 
art after considering the instant disclosure. Such modi?ca 
tion steps may be performed by electronic circuitry con 
structed as part of the sensor con?guration or may be 
performed by the processing circuit. 
A plurality of poWered Weighted increments With speci 

?ed orders and speci?ed Weights are then calculated at step 
103 for each selected pair of signals obtained from the 
sensor con?guration. 

In step 104, the poWered Weighted increments that Were 
calculated in step 103 are ?t to predetermined models and 
adjustable parameters in the models are estimated using 
standard ?tting techniques. It is preferable that such models 
be analytically derived operational equations in the form of 
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10 
decompositions into polynomial functions over a small 
parameter; it is also notable hoWever, that such models can 
also be, for example, tabulated functions obtained using 
numerical simulations or physical experiments. 

In step 105, the adjustable parameters are related to the 
selected characteristics of the continuous medium or local 
iZed target. Speci?c models for relating the adjustable 
parameters to the selected characteristics of the monitored 
object depend on: the type, con?guration, and operational 
mode of the monitoring equipment, the underlying theory 
and techniques that are chosen for constructing the models 
of the object, and the characteristics of the object that are to 
be determined. The adjustable parameters are preferably 
related to the selected characteristics using analytical 
expressions, hoWever, discretely tabulated curves may also 
be used for this purpose. 

Multiple estimates for each selected characteristic of the 
monitored object may then be analyZed at step 106 to 
provide the best estimate for each characteristic, to obtain 
the accuracy for the best estimate, and, if this is required, to 
obtain a measure for the reliability of the best estimates. This 
processing step can include a statistical analysis of all 
available estimates for the selected characteristics of the 
object, a joint statistical analysis of the selected character 
istics at the analyZed time interval With those from a 
previous time interval(s), and other analysis techniques 
Which Will become apparent to one of ordinary skill in the 
art after considering the instant disclosure. 
The best and/or all multiple estimates for the selected 

characteristics of the monitored object can be displayed at 
step 107 in any user speci?ed format. The set of character 
istics can also be transferred to a remote location and/or 
archived for future use and/ or reference. 

Sensor Con?guration 
FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 3 are provided to illustrate an example 

of a transmitter and sensor con?guration that can be used to 
implement the present system for measuring characteristics 
of continuous medium and/ or localiZed targets. The example 
is intended to demonstrate the main features and advantages 
of the present invention compared With multiple sensor 
measurement systems implementing prior art data process 
ing methods. This example is provided for illustrative pur 
poses only and is not intended to limit the areas of appli 
cation or the scope of the present invention. 
The illustrative example is an atmospheric pro?ling radar 

based system that uses the single three-panel transmitting 
antenna T shoWn in FIG. 2A and the plurality of identical 
spatially separated physical sensors A1, A2, and A3 shoWn in 
FIG. 2B to estimate selected characteristics of the atmo 
sphere in a predetermined region of space V. The charac 
teristic siZe of the transmitting antenna T is denoted by D in 
FIG. 2A and the characteristic siZe of the receiving antennas 
or sensors A1, A2, and A3 is denoted by DA in FIG. 2B. FIG. 
3 shoWs that in this system, the transmitting antenna T 
transmits a focused beam of radio frequency energy to 
illuminate the volume of space that contains the predeter 
mined volume V. The focused beam is formed from a series 
of pulses and each pulse has a pulse origination time at 
Which the pulse is emanated from the transmitting antenna 
T. The transmitted pulses of radio frequency energy are 
scattered by the refractive index irregularities in the atmo 
sphere. Following standard terminology, these irregularities 
are referred to as scatterers independent of their nature and 
type of scattering. A portion of the scattered Waves reaches 
the sensors A1, A2, and A3 (each panel in the transmitting 
antenna T operates as a separate sensor in this system) and 
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induces signals in the independent receiving channels. The 
signals are collected in the selected range gates and are 
processed to estimate the characteristics of the atmosphere 
in each predetermined range gate or predetermined volume 
V With a center-range height R above the ground as shoWn 

in FIG. 3. An adaptive Cartesian coordinate system Y:{x, 
y, Z} With a vertically directed Z axis and x and y axes in a 
horiZontal plane is used hereinafter, in Which symbols in 
brackets { } denote the Cartesian components of a vector. 
For each predetermined volume V, the adaptive origin of the 
coordinate system is placed at a height R above the center of 
the transmitting antenna T. The bullets in FIGS. 2A and 2B 
indicate the antenna phase centers With the coordinates 

YT:{0,0,—R} for the transmitting antenna T shoWn in FIG. 

2A and YAm:{xAm,yAm,—R} for the receiving sensors Am, 
mIl, 2, and 3 shoWn in FIG. 2B. 

The current induced in the internal resistance Rim of the 
matched-?lter sensor Am (m:l, 2, or 3 in this system) can be 
presented in standard complex form as: 

1m) + jQAmm = (4) 

Here I Am(t) and QAm(t) are the in-phase and quadrature 
components of the induced signal; the subscript i identi?es 

a 

the ith scatterer; N is the number of scatterers; An( x i,t) is the 
magnitude of ?uctuation in the refractive index ?eld (the 
refractive index irregularity) produced by a scatterer in the 

100mm Yi(t):{xi(t),yi(t),Zi(t)} at instant r; WAYZ), gIKZ), 
a 

and g Am( x i) are the range Weighting function, the transmit 
ting antenna gain function, and the sensor’s ?eld of vieW 

gain function, respectively; rI(x>i) and r AM(YZ.) are dis 
tances to the scatterer from the phase centers of the trans 
mitting antenna T and sensor Am; 7» is the Wavelength of the 
transmitted signal; and j:\/:l'. The constant C is given by C: 
wP?ZRJj/A Where PT is the average poWer of the trans 
mitted pulse. Equation (4) is valid for the far Zone rTZ (2D2/ 
7») and r Ak§(2D A20»). To satisfy the far Zone requirements, 
su?iciently large ranges are considered beloW, such as: 

R>>D,DA,0, (5) 

Hereinafter 0, denotes the Width of the range Weighting 
function in Eq. (12) beloW. 

At step 101 in FIG. 1, the present system for measuring 
characteristics of continuous medium and/or localiZed tar 
gets acquires the received signals I Am(t) and QAm(t) from all 
deployed physical sensors Am, m:l,2, and 3 during a 
predetermined period of measurement Tmeas starting at the 
predetermined instant to. Each sensor provides signals for a 
predetermined set of the center ranges R1, 1:1, 2, . . . , L 
corresponding to different volumes V]. For a pulse Wave 
radar, I Am(t) and QAm(t) are discrete time series With the 
sampling time interval ?tINCl/PRF Where PRP and NCI 
denote the transmitter pulse repetition frequency and the 
number of coherent integrations. All relevant operational 
parameters of the system such as to, T R], 6t, and others 
are speci?ed at step 101 in FIG. 1. 

meals’ 
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12 
The technical parameters of the system are also speci?ed 

at step 101. These parameters include the transmitter Wave 
length 7» and its aperture D, the number of sensors, their 

a 

aperture D A and coordinates of their centers x Am (m:l, 2, 
and 3 in this system), and others. 
The data processing parameters are speci?ed at step 101 

in FIG. 1 as Well. In this system, the ensemble averages in 
the de?nition (3) and other theoretical equations are substi 
tuted by temporal averages over the predetermined time 
interval Tav; the latter is speci?ed at this step. The pairs of 
sensors to be analyZed, the orders p of the poWered Weighted 
increments, the Weights 00x, (1),‘: in Eq. (3), and other param 
eters are speci?ed. 

Modi?cation of Signals from each Sensor 
The actual received signals from all deployed physical 

sensors are modi?ed at step 102 in FIG. 1 to ensure the most 
ef?cient extraction of useful information from multiple 
signals. Modi?cation may include (although is not limited 
by) the folloWing operations. 

(a) PoWered Weighted increments are the most ef?cient 
analysis tool When applied to real signals. The complex 
signal from the in-phase and quadrature synchronous detec 
tor given by Eq. (4) can be converted into the real instan 
taneous signal poWer according to the folloWing equation: 

The pure received poWer S(YAm,t) from scatterers in the 
predetermined volume V in FIG. 3, With no contribution 
from noise, clutter, or other contaminants, is referred to 
beloW as a pure received signal from range R from sensor 

' % 

Am W1th a center x Am. 
(b) In practical measurements, the received signal con 

a 

tains both pure return from a monitored object S( x Am,t) and 
a 

noise n( x Am,t), therefore the practical received signal from 
the sensor Am can be presented as 

(7) 

At step 102 one can apply a high-pass, loW-pass, and/or 
a 

band-pass ?lter to partly remove noise n( x Am,t) and 
increase the signal-to-noise ratio. 

(c) To eliminate possible offsets, one can remove the mean 
a 

values <s( xAm,t)>, mIl, 2, 3, from the signals. 
(d) To simplify computations, one can normalize the 

signals With their standard deviations 

(e) One can increase the number of sensors in the system 
Without changes in its hardWare con?guration by generating 
virtual sensors using combinations of the actual received 
signals. For example, one can generate received signals from 
three virtual sensors A4, A5, and A6 in this system using the 
folloWing equations: 

a 

These virtual sensors W1th the phase centers x A4, x A5, and 

Y“ are illustrated in FIGS. 4A, 4B, and 4C. The signal 
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power is a non-linear function of I Am(t) and QAm(t), hence 
a a a 

the signals s( XA4,t), s( X A5,t), and s( X A6,t) given by equa 
tions (8) are non-linear combinations of the actual signals 
from sensors A1, A2, and A3. The virtual sensors A4, A5, A6 
have a larger aperture and, therefore provide a higher 
signal-to-noise ratio than is provided by the actual sensors 
A1, A2, and A3. In addition, the combined signals are more 
strongly correlated among themselves than are the actual 
signals. Signals from the virtual sensors A4, A5, A6 are 
treated in the same Way as the signals from the actual sensors 
A1, A2, and A3. For example, the above operations (b), (c) 
and (d) can also be applied to the combined signals (8). 

Calculating and Analyzing the PoWered Weighted Incre 
ments 

The objective step 103 is to calculate poWered Weighted 
increments for all pairs of sensors, gate heights, Weights, and 
averaging time intervals that are speci?ed in step 101. For 
each gate range R and averaging time interval speci?ed at 
step 101, one calculates a poWered Weighted increment for 
each speci?ed poWer p, speci?ed pair of sensors AMI and 
Am, and speci?ed combination of Weights 00K and out. The 
poWered Weighted increment (DP is calculated as folloWs: 

(9) 

a a 

For each selected combination of X Aml, X AMZ, t, 00x, and 
.. a a 

not, the calculated increment (I>( X Am 1, X Am2,t,'c,uux,uur) pro 
vides a con?ned set of observations at the temporal separa 
tions '5 such as :6t, :26t . . . speci?ed at step 101. 

As previously discussed, in step 104, the poWered 
Weighted increments that Were calculated in step 103 are ?t 
to predetermined models and adjustable parameters in the 
models are estimated using standard ?tting techniques. In a 
preferred embodiment of the invention, the poWered 
Weighted increments are ?t to mathematical models in the 
analytical form of polynomial decompositions, and adjust 
able parameters (coefficients in the decompositions) are 
estimated. Implementing the preferred embodiment of the 
invention requires the deployed equipment to be operable in 
a manner so as to provide a suf?ciently small temporal 
separation '5 between signals and/or spatial separation I?) 
a a a 

Xm2,ml|:|XAm2—XAml| betWeen the sensors. One can 
alWays use a suf?ciently high pulse repetition frequency and 
a suf?ciently small number of coherent integrations to get 
su?iciently small temporal separations 1:15», :26t . . . , as 

Will be seen later in the description of an eXample in the form 
of an atmospheric pro?ling radar based system. When the 
temporal requirement is satis?ed, each poWered Weighted 
increment at very small 'c—>0 can be decomposed in the 
Taylor series as folloWs: 

Decomposition (10) is an eXample of a preferred model that 
can be used With the poWered Weighted increments, Where 
the coefficients dpp, dpq, and dip,2 are the adjustable param 
eters. In performing step 104 according to the preferred 
embodiment, the coef?cients can be estimated for each 

.. —> —> 

calculated increment (I>( X Am 1, X Am2,t,"c,uux,u)1) as the best 
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14 
?t parameters using any of the standard ?tting procedures, 
for eXample, the least squares as a maXimum likelihood 
estimator. In most practical cases the coefficients dpp, dpq, 
and dip,2 in Eq. (10) can be analytically related to the selected 
characteristics of the monitored object as Will be eXplained 
in describing the preferred manner of implementing step 
105. An eXample of such analytical relations, Which are 
referred to beloW as operational equations, is given in the 
neXt section for the case of an atmospheric pro?ling radar 
based system. 
When the spatial requirement is satis?ed, each poWered 

a 

Weighted increment at very small IGXMJHIIQO can be 
decomposed in the Taylor series as folloWs: 

x Aml1l1-c10~)>c>0~)1)+0(l6 x m2,m1l3) (10a) 

Decomposition (10a) is another eXample of the preferred 
model for the poWered Weighted increments Where the 
coef?cients d d and dip’,C2 are the adjustable param 

_ PJO’ pwl’ _ _ 

eters. At this step 104, the coefficients can be estimated for 
.. a a 

each calculated increment (I>( X Aml, X Am2,t,"c,uux,u)1) as the 
best-?t parameters using any of the standard ?tting proce 
dures. In most practical cases the coef?cients dp’xo, dp J1, and 
dip’,C2 in Eq. (10a) can be analytically related to the selected 
characteristics of the monitored object. 

Estimating the Selected Characteristics of the Monitored 
Object 
The objective of step 105 is to estimate all of the selected 

characteristics of the monitored object by relating the adjust 
able parameters that Were estimated in step 104 to the 
selected characteristics of the monitored object. In the 
present system and method, speci?c equations for relating 
the adjustable parameters to the characteristics of the object 
depend on: the type, con?guration, and operational mode of 
the monitoring equipment, the underlying theory and tech 
niques that are chosen for constructing the models of the 
monitored object, and the characteristics of the object that 
are to be determined. For the particular case of an atmo 
spheric pro?ling radar based system shoWn in FIGS. 2, 3, 
and 4, the models are decompositions (l0) and the adjustable 
parameters are coef?cients dpp, dpq, and dpg. Operational 
equations for obtaining the selected characteristics of the 
atmosphere in the predetermined volume of space from the 
coef?cients dpp, d ,1, and dip,2 that Were estimated With the 
decomposition (103 are derived and discussed in the folloW 
ing portions of this section. 

The PoWered Weighted Increments for a Pair of 
Sensors 

To get the eXpression for the instantaneous poWer of the 
pure received signal from sensor Am at instant t, one can 
combine equations (4) and (6) as folloWs: 

N N (11) 

Sam. I) = C22 2 Ara-)Aqkmnqi. 0mm. mum» - Wk )1 

Hereinafter m:l, 2, . . . , 6, Which includes both the physical 

sensors A1, A2, A3 shoWn in FIG. 2B and the virtual sensors 
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A4, A5, A6 shown in FIG. 4. An argument t is omitted 
a 

Whenever it is not confusing, for example, X l-(t) is denoted 

as X:- in equations (4) and (11). 
Let us consider any pair of sensors AMI and Am2 at 

(m1#m2):l, 2, . . . , 6 and specify Eq. (11) for signals from 
these sensors. Without losing generality, one can consider 
the X axis of the adaptive Cartesian coordinate system in 

a a 

FIG. 3 to be directed along the baseline 6 X mzml: XAm2— 
a 

X Am; in this case the separation betWeen the phase centers 

ofthe sensors is 6Ym2,ml:{6Xm2,m1,0,0}. The range Weight 
ing function, the transmitting antenna gain function, and the 
sensor’s ?eld of vieW gain function can be approXimated in 
the chosen coordinate system by the standard eXpressions: 

.2 (12) 
we.) = exppjj]. 

2 40A 

The range Width 0, depends on the Width of the transmitted 
pulse. The transmitter beam Width 0 and the sensor’s ?eld of 
vieW Width 0A can be approXimated by the standard eXpres 
sions: 

Here y, YA are constant for a given radar; in general WYA. It 
follows from inequalities (5) and Eq. (13) that for all iIl, 
2, . . . , N: 

One can combine equations (5) and (ll)-(l4) to present a 

(15) 

a a 

Here Ani:An(XAm1, X i,t) is a re?ectivity of a scatterer in 
a 

location X l-(t) at the instant t for the sensor Aml With center 
a 

X Am; the insigni?cant small terms are neglected hereinaf 
ter, and 

1 z-2 (16) 
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The magnitudes of 0t are different for the physical sensors 

A1, A2, A3 and virtual sensors A4, A5, A6; practical impli 
cations of the difference are discussed beloW. Let us denote 

the instantaneous velocity of ith scatterer at instant t by 
a a a a a 

W(X i,I):{U(X i,t), V(X i,t), W( X i,t)}, and make the key 
assumptions for deriving operational equations for the atmo 
spheric pro?ling radar based system. 
Assumption 1: The characteristics of scatterers Ant, Xl-(I), 

a a a 

yl.(t), Zl-(I), U(X i,t), V( X i,t), W( X i,t) at iIl, 2, . . . , N are 
the locally statistically stationary random processes. 

It folloWs from this assumption that the ensemble aver 
ages of these characteristics are independent of time t and 

a a 

the random vector W( X i,t) can be presented as: 

a a a a 

Hereinafter <Wi>:<W( X i,t)> and Wl-(I):{11i(I), vl-(t), Wl-(I)} 
describe the mean and turbulent motion of the ith scatterer. 
Neglecting the small terms O('c2) at "c—>O, one can de?ne the 
location of the ith scatterer at instant t+'c as: 

(18) 

a 

Neglecting the terms O(|6 X m2,ml|2,'c2) at small a separation 
a 

I?) X mzmll and "5%0, the re?ectivity of im scatterer in location 
a a 

X l-(t+'c) at instant t+'c for the sensor Am2 With center X Amz 

for (m2#m1):l, 2, . . . 6 can be estimated as folloWs: 

BAn 

The derivative 6Ani/6t describes the instantaneous rate of 
change in the re?ectivity of the ith scatterer at instant t for the 
sensor AMI. The rate depends on the rate of change in the 
scatterer’s shape, siZe, orientation, and/or material. The 
spatial derivative 6Ani/6XA,”l in Eq. (19) characterizes the 
rate of change in the re?ectivity of the ith scatterer at instant 
t With the sensor Aml being moved in X direction. The rate 
depends on the scatterer’s shape, siZe, orientation, and/or 
material as Well as the scatterer’s location in the volume V 

at the instant t. The terms With derivatives in Eq. (19) are 

very small at |6Ym2,m1|/R<<l and 'c—>0 in most atmospheric 
conditions and they are neglected beloW. 

One can use inequality (5) and equations (ll)-(l4), (l8), 
(l9), and neglect the terms O('c2) and other insigni?cant 
terms to present the pure signal from sensor Am2 at the 
instant t+'c as: 
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One can see from equations (15), (16) and (20), (21) that 

S(?Aml,t) is independent of YAMI. The signal S(?Am2,t+'c) 
depends only on dYmZ’ml While it is independent of $Aml 

a 

and X Am, and so are the powered Weighted increments. 
The poWered Weighted increments for a pair of pure 

a a 

signals S( XAm1,t) and S(xAm2,t+'c) can be presented in a 
non-dimensional form as folloWs: 

1 (22) 

SQAmI, 1}] HUT 
SQAmZ. r) 

To compare the instant method With prior art methods, only 
the second order poWered Weighted increments at p:2 Will 
be considered, and the subscript p:2 is omitted beloW. One 
can substitute the expressions (15) and (20) for pure 
received signals into Eq. (22), and get the folloWing equa 
tion for the second order poWered Weighted increments: 

M2 2 Ant-AnkBt-Bk 
1 1 

N 2 

k: 

1 

N 

:1 

Equations (23), (16), and (21) contain seven random 
variables characterizing each scatterer i:1, 2, . . . , N at 

instant t: namely, the coordinates xi, yi, Zi; the velocity 
components Ui, Vi, Wi; and the re?ectivity Ant. Each one of 
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18 
these variables describes a physically di?‘erent characteristic 
of the scatterer, therefore, they can be considered as statis 
tically independent random values for the same and different 
scatterers. HoWever, the velocity components can be corre 
lated both for the same scatterer and different scatterers. One 
can see from de?nitions (16) and (21) that l¢ikl:O(o,/7t, 
o/D)>>1 are very large, |¢ik|:O(1) are of the unity order 
While |I1Jik|, |Qik|:O("c)<<1 and |Qik|/|1pik|:O(U)l-'c/o)<<1 are 
very small at "c—>0. Using these considerations and applying 
lengthy but straightforward mathematical manipulations, 
one can reduce equations (23) to the folloWing form: 

wxwrwfk 00811011) - wad/11 — 41oz — M111 - w; - wad/121 

00: 1M2 
N 

k: 1 

If one takes into account that |I1Jik|, l‘gl-kl (X "c, at very small 
"c—>0, the poWered Weighted increments (24) can be pre 
sented as folloWs: 

The values (I), d0, d1, d2, and 11 in this equation are 
non-dimensional, and the coef?cients d0, d1, and d2 for the 
pure signals are as folloWs: 

do (5311121111, w» wr) = (26) 

1:1 1 

911-11511 w.) 
d105311121111, w» wr) = 00 

1 

l N N 

1121mm. w» w.) = gozzmnfxmb 

1111111 - 41oz - 111.11 - wx - 11151121 

It is important to note that equations (24)-(26) are very 
generic. They are derived for a volume-scattering model 
using only assumption 1. It is also important that each 
coef?cient in the decomposition (25), (26) describes physi 
cally different characteristics of the monitored object. One 
can see from (16), (19), and (21) that for a particular case of 
atmospheric scatterers, dO depends on their siZe, shape, 
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content and spatial distribution inside the predetermined 
volume V although it is fully independent of the scatterer’s 
motion. It is shown below that dl depends on the mean speed 
of the atmosphere in the volume V although it is independent 
of turbulence. Atmospheric turbulence affects only coeffi 
cient d2. 

Identi?cation of the Monitored Object 

Coefficient do in Eq. (26) can be further reduced to the 
following form: 

One can see from de?nitions (16) and (21) that B,- and 4),. 
contain an in?nite number of unknown variables: the instan 

taneous re?ectivity Anl.(t) and coordinates xl.(t), yl.(t) and Zl-(I) 
of each scatterer i:1, 2, . . . , N. In a general case, Eq. (27) 

also contains the instantaneous derivatives from Eq. (19) 
that are neglected in the given example of the pro?ling radar 
based system. The re?ectivity Anl.(t) and its derivatives 
6n,-(t)/6t, 6nl-(t)/6xAml depend on the scatterer’s siZe, shape, 
content, orientation as well as the rate of changes in the 

above parameters while the coordinates xl-(t), yl-(t) and Zl-(I) 
depend on the spatial distribution of scatterers inside the 
illuminated volume. Therefore, coef?cient do provides indi 
cators for identifying the monitored object in the present 
system. 

However, Eq. (27) cannot be used directly in practical 
measurements because of an in?nite number of unknown 
variables. To get an operational equation, one should make 
speci?c assumptions, choose a more speci?c model for a 
monitored object, or both. As an example, one can consider 
a single thermal plume in the center of the illuminated 
volume with the Gaussian spatial distribution of scatterers 
inside the plume: 

P ( ) 1 [ x? 1 (28) m m X; = iex —— , 

2’ l \fg?'mzyml p 20_r2n2,ml 

i: 1,2, , N 

Here Pm1,m2(xi) is the probability density distribution of the 
ith scatterer location along an arbitrary horizontal baseline 6 
a . ~ . 

x m2’ml considered in the present system, and om2ml<<o1s 

the plume’s width in the direction 61,”, l; the latter is an 
unknown parameter of the object to be determined in this 
example. One can combine equations (16), (21), (27) and 
(28) and derive the following equation: 
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It follows from Eqs. (29) and (13) that: 

Eq. (30) is an example of an operational equation for the 
given example. It analytically relates the selected character 
istic of the monitored object, the plume width omzml, to the 
coef?cient do in the decomposition (25) of measured pow 
ered weighted increments for a pair of sensors AMI and AM, 
(m2#m1):1, 2, . . . 6. The width omzml of the thermal plume 
can be estimated along all available baselines (A1,A2), 
(A2:A3): (AisA3) as Well as (A1$A5)$ (A2$A6)$ (A3>A4) 
because do does not depend on 0t in this case. The values of 
omzml comprehensively characterize the siZe and shape of 
the plume although it is much smaller than the size (I of the 
illuminated volume. This simple example illustrates the 
major advantages of the present system and method. 

First, Eq. (30) had been derived with the method of the 
present invention for a speci?ed object given by Eq. (28) 
using the only one natural and generic assumption 1. The 
existing methods would require a larger number of more 
restrictive assumptions for the derivation. Second, one can 
get multiple estimates for each measured value omzml by 
varying the weights 00x and out. For example, the weights 
wXIO and —1 employ only the ?rst and two ?rst terms in the 
powered weighted increments (22); the value of do is 4 times 
larger in the latter case. In addition, one can use both values 
of wXIO and —1 at di?ferent out, for example, 001:0 and 1. 
These simple combinations alone provide 4 estimates for 
each 0M2”, 1. One can further double the number of estimates 
using parallel baselines, for example, (Al,A2) and (A5,A6). 
The importance of multiple estimates and their practical 
applications are discussed below in the detailed description 
of step 106. 

Measuring the Mean Speed of the Monitored 
Object 

Coefficient dl in Eq. (26) can be further reduced to the 
following form: 

(31) 
d1 (53mm, (up Mr) = 

Similarly to Eq. (27), Eq. (31) contains an in?nite number of 
unknown variables. In addition to the instantaneous re?ec 
tivity Anl-(t) and coordinates xl-(t), yl-(t) and Zl-(I), a generic 
Eq. (31) for dl contains the instantaneous velocity compo 
nents Ul-(t), Vl-(t) and WZ-(t) for each scatterer i:1, 2, . . . , N. 
To turn Eq. (31) into an operational equation, one should 
make speci?c assumptions, choose a more speci?c model 
for a monitored object, or both. For the given example of the 
atmospheric pro?ling radar based system, two rather generic 
and natural assumptions are sufficient for deriving the opera 
tional equation. 

Assumption 2: The spatial distribution of scatterers inside 
the illuminated volume V is statistically uniform in any 
horiZontal direction; that is: 

Pm2wml(xi):const, iIl, 2, . . . , N (32) 
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Assumption 3: All scatterers in the illuminated volume 
move With the same mean horizontal velocity components; 
that is: 

Note that assumption 2 replaces the model (28) that Was 
used in the previous subsection. One can combine equations 
(l6), (17), (21), (27), and (3l)-(33) to derive the following 
expressions: 

One can see that coe?icient dl depends only on the mean 
velocity <Um2ml> although it is independent of turbulence. 
One should recall that equations (19), (21), (24, and (26) are 
derived for the adaptive coordinate system With the x axis 

a 

along the baseline zsxmml. Notations omzml, <Um2ml> 
and similar notations beloW emphasize that the measured 

a 

values are those along 6 x M2,," 1, for example, <Um2m1> is 
the projection of the mean velocity of atmospheric scatterers 

on the direction 6112,“. It folloWs from equations (34) 
that: 

#0 = 1 - dowlaml. w» w.)/ [2(1 - m 

Eq. (35) is another example of an operational equation for 
the given example of implementing the present invention. It 
analytically relates the selected characteristic of the moni 
tored object, a projection of the mean velocity of atmo 

a 

spheric scatterers on the direction 6 x m2’ml, to the coe?i 
cients dO and d1 in the decomposition (25) of measured 
poWered Weighted increments for a pair of sensors AMI and 
Amz, (m2#m1):l, 2, . . . 6. One can measure projections of 

the mean horizontal velocity on different baselines 6112M, 
(m2#m1):l, 2, . . . 6 With the present system. Any tWo 
non-parallel baselines are suf?cient for estimating the mean 
horizontal velocities <U> and <V> in any speci?ed coordi 
nate system, for example, a geophysical system With the x 
axis extending toWards the east and the y axis extending 
toWards the north. With any tWo non-parallel baselines, one 
can therefore estimate the mean horizontal speed <Vh> 
Which is invariant of the coordinate system: 

VhI?<U>Z+<V>Z (36) 

One can consider the baselines (A1,A2), (A2,A3), (Al,A3) 
and (A4,A5), (A5,A6), (A4,A6), HoWever, one cannot apply 
Eq. (35) to mixed pairs like (Al,A5), (A2,A6), or (A3,A4). To 
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22 
simplify the equations, the same value of 0t Within a pair Was 
considered above; equations for different 0t can be easily 
derived in a similar Way. 

The example further illustrates the major advantages of 
the present system and method. First, multiple estimates for 
the projection <Um2ml> on each baseline, that is for a single 
pair of sensors can be obtained by varying the Weights. The 
most ef?cient combinations for the present system are 

wXIwTIO and uux:u)1:—l. Second, Eq. (35) had been derived 
With the method of the present invention using natural and 
generic assumptions 1, 2 and 3. The existing methods Would 
require a larger number of more restrictive assumptions for 
the derivation. For example, the most advanced correlation 
function-based technique for spaced antenna radars, the 
HolloWayiDoviak method requires eight signi?cantly 
more restrictive assumptions for deriving the only one 
operational equation for a single pair of sensors. 

Equation (35) provides a projection of the mean velocity 

of atmospheric scatterers on the direction BYMLMI. In the 
example of the system con?guration in FIGS. 2b and 4, all 
physical sensors A1, A2, A3 and, hence virtual sensors A4, 
A5, A6 are separated only in the horizontal directions. 
Therefore, one cannot measure the mean vertical velocity of 
atmospheric scatterers <W> With the presented system con 
?guration using the present method. There are tWo Ways for 
measuring <W> With the exemplary embodiment shoWn in 
FIGS. 2 and 3. First, one can apply the standard Doppler 

spectra to the complex received signals given by Eq. Second, one can adjust the system con?guration for apply 

ing the method of the present invention. For example, one 
can position at least one physical sensor Am, m:l, 2, or 3 in 
FIG. 2B at a different height With respect to other sensors. 
Operational equations for measuring <W> using a pair of 
sensors separated in the vertical direction can be easily 
derived With the method of the present invention in a manner 
similar to deriving Eq. (35). 

Measuring the Rates of Changes in the Monitored 
Object 

The rates of changes depend on the monitored object and 
speci?c equations for measuring the rates also depend on the 
type and con?guration of monitoring equipment. For the 
given example of the atmospheric pro?ling radar based 
system, the monitored object is the atmosphere in the 
predetermined volume, and the rates mainly depend on 
atmospheric turbulence that changes the relative location of 
scatterers With respect to each other. One can see from 
equations (29) and (34) that turbulence does not affect 
coef?cients dO and d1 in decomposition (25). On the con 
trary, coef?cient d2 is heavily dependent on turbulence. To 
derive an operational equation for d2, it is su?icient to apply 
assumptions 1, 2, 3, and one more rather generic assump 
tion. 

Assumption 4: The statistical characteristics of turbulent 
motion are the same for all scatterers in the illuminated 

volume; that is: 

2,...,N (37) 
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One can combine equations (16), (17), (21), (26), (32), (33), 
(36), and (37) to derive the following expression: 

estimated independently using coef?cients dO and d1 hence 
Eq. (38) contains only three unknown values: <w2>, 
<um2’m 12>, and <um2,mlw>. One can get multiple estimates 
for all characteristics of atmospheric turbulence by applying 
Eq. (38) to different pairs of sensors Aml, Am2 and varying 
the weights 00x and (1).‘: for each selected pair. Numerous 
combinations of 00K and (1),‘: provide numerous equations for 
estimating the unknowns. However, a blind approach is 
inef?cient and its accuracy could be extremely poor. One can 
see that the right-hand-side terms in Eq. (38) dramatically 
differ in magnitude. The ?rst two terms with a multiplier uw 
are much larger than the third one with a multiplier u”, and 
the third term is much larger than the fourth with a multiplier 
uuw. As demonstrated below, the powered weighted incre 
ments enable one to overcome this problem by selecting 
speci?c weights 00x and (1).‘: for each selected pair of sensors 
Aml, Am2 and to ensure the most ef?cient and accurate 
measurement of each characteristic of turbulence. 

The variance of the vertical turbulent velocity <w2> can 
be accurately estimated using each sensor separately; that is 
a 

at 6 x M2,," 1:0, em2’m 1:1. Without losing generality, one can 
prescribe wXIO because d2 is independent of 00K in this case. 
One can then estimate <w2> with the following equation: 

d (0, 0, w.) 22 22 (39) 
2 2M2 

The most fruitful weights for estimating <w2> with Eq. (39) 
are 001:4, 0 and 1/2. 

To get reliable and accurate estimates for <um2,m12>, one 
should get rid of the ?rst two terms in the right-hand-side of 
Eq. (38). It can be easily achieved by selecting the weights 
that satisfy the equation HWIO and inequality 11170, that is: 

Solutions of this equation are as follows: 

(41) 

One can get multiple reliable and accurate estimates of 
<um2ml2> with any pair of weights 00x and (1).‘: satisfying 
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equation (41) because the third term in Eq. (38) is much 
larger than the fourth one. An elegant estimation can be 
made at uuFemZ’ml which gives wXIO. In this case: 

2 (42) 

One can apply Eq. (42) to any three non-parallel baselines, 
for example (AI$A2)$ (A2>A3): (A1>A3) and (A4:A5): (A5: 
A6), (A4,A6), and get estimates for the variances of the 
horiZontal turbulent velocities <u2>, <v2> and the horiZontal 
momentum ?ux <uv> with the standard trigonometric rela 
tions in any speci?ed Cartesian coordinate system. 
The most difficult task is to estimate a projection of the 

vertical ?ux because the term with <um2,mlw> in the right 
hand-side of Eq. (38) is much smaller than the others. The 
only way of getting reliable and accurate estimates is to get 
rid of all terms in the right-hand-side of Eq. (38) except for 
the last one. To do so, one should select such weights 00x and 
(1).‘: that would satisfy three conditions: 

PWIO, 1150, PM“) (43) 

The conditions can be satis?ed by choosing the following 
weights: 

031:1, 0);:0 (44) 

One can get numerous estimates of the ?ux <um2mlw> by 
varying the weight 00x. The most elegant solution is at 00,51 
and it is as follows: 

Note that dO:dl:0 at uux:1 which further increases the 
accuracy of estimating <um2mlw> with Eq. (45). One can 
apply Eq. (45) to any two non-parallel baselines and get 
multiple reliable and accurate estimates for the variances of 
the vertical momentum ?uxes <uw> and <vw> with the 
standard trigonometric relations in any speci?ed Cartesian 
coordinate system. 

Eqs. (39), (42), and (45) are other examples of operational 
equations for the given example of implementing the present 
invention. The equations analytically relate the selected 
characteristics of the monitored object, namely, the charac 
teristics of atmospheric turbulence <w2>, <um2,ml2>, and 
<um2,mlw> to the coef?cients d0, d1, and d2 in the decom 
position (25) of measured powered weighted increments for 
a pair of sensors AMI and Amz, (m2#m1):1, 2, . . . 6. These 
equations clearly demonstrate two remarkable features that 
distinguish the present, powered weighted increments-based 
method from all prior art methods: one can get numerous 
operational equations for each pair of sensors Aml, Am2 by 
varying the weights 00x and out, and one can select speci?c 
weights for each selected pair of sensors for the most 
ef?cient and accurate measurement of each predetermined 
characteristic of the monitored object. These two features 
also enable the measurement of characteristics of the moni 
tored object that cannot be measured with prior art methods. 
For example, none of the prior art methods can provide the 
?uxes <uw> and <vw>. 
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Signals With Noise 

Operational equations (30), (35), (3 9), (42), and (45) Were 
derived for pure signals from atmospheric scatterers in the 
illuminated volume. The right-hand-side of these equations 
contain characteristics of the atmosphere that are intended to 
be estimated With the present system and method for mea 
suring characteristics of continuous medium and/or local 
iZed targets. The equations contain coef?cients d0, d1, and d2 
of the poWered Weighted increments of the pure signal 
poWer With no noise or other contaminants; the latter are 
alWays present in the actual and combined signals. For the 
equations to be applicable to practical measurements, one 
should relate the poWered Weighted increments for pure 
signals (22) to those for signals With noise (9). 

It is Well knoWn that any dilTerential data processing 
method is not affected by clutter, loW-frequency radio inter 
ference, or other contaminants With sufficiently large tem 
poral scale Tcor. One can conclude from equations (2) and 
(3) that the poWered Weighted increments belong to the class 
of differential processing tools and, therefore are unaffected 
by contaminants With large Tc0,>>6t. However, dilTerential 
tools such as structure functions and poWered Weighted 
increments are highly sensitive to White noise With very 
small or Zero temporal scale. For this reason, only White 

noise n(YAm,t) in Eq. (7) is considered beloW, and the 
standard assumption about such noise is the folloWing. 

Assumption 5: The pure received signal S(YAm,t) and the 
a 

no1se n( x Am,t) are uncorrelated. 

This assumption and a de?nition of White noise can be 
formalized as folloWs: 

One can combine equations (7), (22), and (46) With Eq. (9) 
at p:2 to derive the folloWing expression Where 6(1) is the 
Kroneker function: 

0321121114) (47) 

Eq. (47) relates the poWered Weighted increments of pure 
signals to those of signals With noise; the latter can be 
calculated directly for received signals With Eq. (9). HoW 
ever, the equation contains three neW unknown variables: 

a 

the second order moments of no1se <n2(xAm1)>, 
2 a _ a a 

<n (xAml)> and the correlation <n(xAml)n(xAm2)>. One 
can see that all terms With noise in Eq. (47) are independent 
of '5 hence they contribute only to the coef?cients (10(5) 
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xmzmhmpwt) in Eq. (10) While they affect neither coeffi 

cients dl(oimz,ml,mx,uut) nor d2(6Ym2,m1,mx,uu1). It follows 
from Eq. (47) that: 

dowgcimzyml, wxywr) : UimIdOQTEmZYmI, 1, mm (UT) + (48) 

It follows from a generic Eq. (26) that dOEO at mXII Which 
gives: 

One can get numerous independent linear equations for 
a a a a 

<n2( X Aml)>’ <n2( X Aml)> and <n( X Aml)n( X Am2)> by 
varying the Weight (1).‘: in Eq. (49). For example, the equa 
tions at 001:1, 0, and —l are as folloWs: 

(50) 

Therefore, one can get ?ve independent linear equations (5 0) 
from Eq. (49) using just three Weights 001:1, 0, and —l. 
These equations are more than sufficient for reliably esti 

% a 

mating three unknoWn values <n2(xAm1)>, <n2(x Aml)> 

and <n(YAml)n(YAm2)> for a pair of sensors AMI and Amz. 
Eqs. (50) are also examples of operational equations for 

the given example of implementing the present invention. 
The equations analytically relate the characteristic of noise 

a a a a 

<n2(xAml)>, <n2(xAml)> and <n(xAml)n(xAm2)> for a 
pair of sensors AMI and Am2 to the coe?icients dO in the 
decomposition of measured poWered Weighted increments 
for actual and combined signals With noise. Again, no other 
method enables estimating the correlation of noise 
a a _ 

<n( x Aml)n( xAm2)> for a pair of sensors. 

Analysis of Estimated Characteristics 
Multiple estimates for each selected characteristic of the 

monitored object can be analyZed at step 106. Such an 
analysis may be performed to provide the best estimate for 
each characteristic, to obtain a measure of the accuracy for 
the best estimate, and, if required, to provide a measure for 
the reliability of the best estimates. The analysis can include 
(although it is not limited by) the folloWing operations. 










